
Educational Podcast Use 

by Emergency Medicine Specialists and Trainees

Background
Educational podcasts are pre-recorded audio or video programs made
available on the internet for asynchronous listening and/or viewing for
learners. Format styles include lecture-recordings, discussions, narrations of
text and a combination of these elements. Emergency Medicine (EM)
podcasts are largely freelance and unencumbered by curricular imperatives.
Many are free in the spirit of Free Open Access Medical Education (FOAM).
The Australasian College of Emergency Medicine (ACEM) accredits this
activity within its continuing professional development program. Podcasting
allows rapid and widespread dissemination of novel opinions, approaches and
techniques. For undergraduates, utility has previously been explored¹ʾ²ʾ³ʾ⁵ʾ⁶
with some favourable findings including convenience, facilitating topic review,
inclusivity of the distance learner and ability to “slow down” the lecture.
However, the utility of these podcasts as learning tools for EM trainees and
specialists is undefined. An estimation of current usage patterns was
undertaken through this study.

Aim
To ascertain the usage patterns of educational podcasting by ACEM
specialists and trainees.

Method
A survey link was included in the ACEM bulletin and emails sent to Directors
of Emergency Medicine Training for distribution within their department.
Data collection occurred from June to November, 2013, and data was
obtained for demographics, experience, frequency, average length of use and
ideal podcast length, settings for use, favoured format as well as interaction
with associated online material linked to podcasts. Comments on perceived
advantages and disadvantages of podcasting media were collected and
analysed. Differences between trainee and specialist habits were also
analysed.
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Conclusion
Educational podcasting exists as a novel learning tool for EM trainees and 
specialists.  Medical educators creating or employing educational podcasts may 
choose to adapt their pedagogic approach to the salient learning behaviours of 
their target audience particularly with respect to ideal podcast length and website 
interaction.
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Discussion
 Important learner attributes have been highlighted.
 Podcasting is a form of passive learning. Active learning is promoted by some

podcasters through interaction with associated websites. However, as this
study suggests, negligible interaction occurs for most. Personal note-taking
seldom occurs. Associated online resources cannot be relied upon by the
educational podcaster in promoting their key points.

 Most identified the ideal podcast length as less than 30 minutes. This may be
related to commute times given that 51.5% mainly listen whilst commuting.
The most common reason (40.5%) for stopping a podcast was the commute
was over. However, average commute times were not obtained in this study.
For most learners, podcast objectives need to be achieved within 30 minutes
before the learners attention drifts or they are drawn away by other tasks
(such as arriving at work or home).

 One of the key advantages of educational podcasts is keeping up to date
through summaries or discussions of “hot” topics. This is convenient in the
otherwise “dead time” of commuting. Similar themes have been noted in
postgraduate nurse education⁴.

 Contextual relevance is an issue for some learners. Local practices (e.g.
approaches and techniques, medications, health systems) may be somewhat
different to those discussed or assumed within the podcast.

 Educational podcasts appear to be a valuable resource for ACEM trainees and
specialists. They provide an easily-accessible and alternative medium for
learning. It is important that podcasts consisting of a commentary on a
particular subject are listened to with a discerning ear. Often these
commentaries provide interesting new insights. However, occasionally, the
naïve learner may misconstrue these as widespread practice.
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Limitations
Individuals currently using podcasts and with a greater familiarity with new 
technologies may have been more likely to participate particularly for an on-line 
survey (self-selection bias).  Also the response rate to the survey was low.  (The 
ACEM Bulletin has a reach of some 2000 trainees and specialists).

• Interaction: 55.9% rarely 
or never viewed 
associated “show notes” 
and the vast majority of 
learners (91.4%) rarely 
or never posted 
comments.  Note-taking 
rarely or never occurred 
for 84.6%.

• Trainee-Specialist Differences
• Trainees listen more often (daily use 16.4% trainees vs 

1.7% specialists) p=0.006
• Trainees interact with show notes more often i.e. less 

trainees reported having never viewed show notes (15.3% 
vs 34.5%) p=0.013
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Results
148 responses: 81 (54.7%) trainees and 67 specialists (45.3%).

• Demographics: 48.7% aged 31-40 years. Male:Female = 64.6%:35.4%
• Experience: 86.5% listened to podcasts.  Further 4.7% contributed to or 
created a podcast

• Frequency of use: Diverse 
with majority (73.5%) 
using podcasts at least 
fortnightly 

• Main setting for use: 
51.5% commuting, 

35.6% home, 2.0% work

• Ideal podcast length: 
Fifteen to thirty mins 
(63.3%).  Only 5.4% felt
podcasts lasting  >40 

mins were ideal

• Favoured format: A 
combination of formats 
within a podcast was 
most preferred (60.8%)
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